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Programming and Customizing the Multicore Propeller
Microcontroller 2010

the only official guide to the parallax multicore propeller microcontroller written by a team of
propeller experts this authoritative guide shows you how to realize your design concepts by taking full
advantage of the multicore propeller microcontroller s unique architecture the book begins with a
review of the propeller hardware software and spin language so you can get started right away
programming and customizing the multicore propeller microcontroller the official guide is filled with a
wide variety of step by step hands on projects put your ideas into production when you learn how to
debug code for multiple cores understand how the propeller interacts with different sensors wirelessly
network propeller chips build a balancing robot and control it with computer vision develop networking
applications using an off the shelf ethernet chip create a portable multivariable gps tracking and data
logging device use the propeller as a remote virtual peripheral for media applications create a propeller
powered hvac green house model synthesize speech with the propeller experience more of the process at
mhprofessional com propeller

Programming and Customizing the Multicore Propeller
Microcontroller: The Official Guide 2010-02-05

the only official guide to the parallax multicore propeller microcontroller written by a team of
propeller experts this authoritative guide shows you how to realize your design concepts by taking full
advantage of the multicore propeller microcontroller s unique architecture the book begins with a
review of the propeller hardware software and spin language so you can get started right away
programming and customizing the multicore propeller microcontroller the official guide is filled with a
wide variety of step by step hands on projects put your ideas into production when you learn how to
debug code for multiple cores understand how the propeller interacts with different sensors wirelessly
network propeller chips build a balancing robot and control it with computer vision develop networking
applications using an off the shelf ethernet chip create a portable multivariable gps tracking and data
logging device use the propeller as a remote virtual peripheral for media applications create a propeller
powered hvac green house model synthesize speech with the propeller experience more of the process at
mhprofessional com propeller

Multi-Core Embedded Systems 2018-10-08

details a real world product that applies a cutting edge multi core architecture increasingly demanding
modern applications such as those used in telecommunications networking and real time processing of
audio video and multimedia streams require multiple processors to achieve computational performance at
the rate of a few giga operations per second this necessity for speed and manageable power consumption
makes it likely that the next generation of embedded processing systems will include hundreds of cores
while being increasingly programmable blending processors and configurable hardware in a power efficient
manner multi core embedded systems presents a variety of perspectives that elucidate the technical
challenges associated with such increased integration of homogeneous processors and heterogeneous
multiple cores it offers an analysis that industry engineers and professionals will need to understand the
physical details of both software and hardware in embedded architectures as well as their limitations
and potential for future growth discusses the available programming models spread across different
abstraction levels the book begins with an overview of the evolution of multiprocessor architectures
for embedded applications and discusses techniques for autonomous power management of system level
parameters it addresses the use of existing open source and free tools originating from several
application domains such as traffic modeling graph theory parallel computing and network simulation in
addition the authors cover other important topics associated with multi core embedded systems such as
architectures and interconnects embedded design methodologies mapping of applications

Electronic Circuits for the Evil Genius 2/E 2010-10-22

the fiendishly fun way to master electronic circuits fully updated throughout this wickedly inventive
guide introduces electronic circuits and circuit design both analog and digital through a series of
projects you ll complete one simple lesson at a time the separate lessons build on each other and add up
to projects you can put to practical use you don t need to know anything about electronics to get
started a pre assembled kit which includes all the components and pc boards to complete the book
projects is available separately from abra electronics on amazon using easy to find components and
equipment electronic circuits for the evil genius second edition provides hours of rewarding and slightly
twisted fun you ll gain valuable experience in circuit construction and design as you test modify and
observe your results skills you can put to work in other exciting circuit building projects electronic
circuits for the evil genius features step by step instructions and helpful illustrations provides tips for
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customizing the projects covers the underlying electronics principles behind the projects removes the
frustration factor all required parts are listed along with sources build these and other devious
devices automatic night light light sensitive switch along to digital converter voltage controlled
oscillator op amp controlled power amplifier burglar alarm logic gate based toy two way intercom
using transistors and op amps each fun inexpensive genius project includes a detailed list of materials
sources for parts schematics and lots of clear well illustrated instructions for easy assembly the
larger workbook style layout and convenient two column format make following the step by step
instructions a breeze make great stuff tab an imprint of mcgraw hill professional is a leading publisher of
diy technology books for makers hackers and electronics hobbyists

tinyAVR Microcontroller Projects for the Evil Genius 2011-01-31

create fiendishly fun tinyavr microcontroller projects this wickedly inventive guide shows you how to
conceptualize build and program 34 tinyavr microcontroller devices that you can use for either
entertainment or practical purposes after covering the development process tools and power supply
sources tinyavr microcontroller projects for the evil genius gets you working on exciting led graphics
lcd sensor audio and alternate energy projects using easy to find components and equipment this hands on
guide helps you build a solid foundation in electronics and embedded programming while accomplishing
useful and slightly twisted projects most of the projects have fascinating visual appeal in the form of
large led based displays and others feature a voice playback mechanism full source code and circuit files
for each project are available for download tinyavr microcontroller projects for the evil genius
features step by step instructions and helpful illustrations allows you to customize each project for
your own requirements offers full source code for all projects for download build these and other
devious devices flickering led candle random color and music generator mood lamp vu meter with 20 leds
celsius and fahrenheit thermometer rgb dice tengu on graphics display spinning led top with message display
contactless tachometer electronic birthday blowout candles fridge alarm musical toy batteryless
infrared remote batteryless persistence of vision toy each fun inexpensive evil genius project includes a
detailed list of materials sources for parts schematics and lots of clear well illustrated instructions
for easy assembly the larger workbook style layout and convenient two column format make following
the step by step instructions a breeze make great stuff tab an imprint of mcgraw hill professional is a
leading publisher of diy technology books for makers hackers and electronics hobbyists

The TAB Battery Book: An In-Depth Guide to Construction, Design,
and Use 2010-12-01

supercharge your understanding of battery technology ideal for hobbyists and engineers alike the tab
battery book an in depth guide to construction design and use offers comprehensive coverage of these
portable energy powerhouses this practical guide discusses battery chemistry and engineering how
batteries are used and the history of batteries you ll find out how different types of batteries work and
how to select the right battery for any application the book also examines the technological advances
being used to develop batteries as robust energy sources for a wide variety of devices tap into the power
of all kinds of batteries with help from this detailed resource coverage includes portable energy and long
term energy storage batteries for portable consumer demands medical devices electric vehicles large scale
electrical energy storage and space and military applications basic physics and chemistry the science of
batteries cells electrochemistry thermodynamics kinetics and capacity battery engineering designs
including electrode seal and vent design battery performance reliability and safety primary battery
technologies aqueous and non aqueous electrolytes including alkaline and lithium rechargeable batteries
including nickel metal hydride and lithium ion selecting the right battery for any application future
technologies such as thin film large energy storage and high energy density batteries make great stuff tab
an imprint of mcgraw hill professional is a leading publisher of diy technology books for makers hackers
and electronics hobbyists

15 Dangerously Mad Projects for the Evil Genius 2011-06-22

unleash your inner mad scientist wonderful i learned a lot reading the detailed but easy to understand
instructions boingboing this wickedly inventive guide explains how to design and build 15 fiendishly fun
electronics projects filled with photos and illustrations 15 dangerously mad projects for the evil
genius includes step by step directions as well as a construction primer for those who are new to
electronics projects using easy to find components and equipment this do it yourself book shows you
how to create a variety of mischievous gadgets such as a remote controlled laser motorized
multicolored leds that write in the air and a surveillance robot you ll also learn to use the highly
popular arduino microcontroller board with three of the projects 15 dangerously mad projects for the
evil genius features step by step instructions and helpful illustrations covers essential safety measures
reveals the scientific principles behind the projects removes the frustration factor all required parts are
listed along with sources build these devious devices to amaze your friends and confound your enemies
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coil gun trebuchet ping pong ball minigun mini laser turret balloon popping laser gun touch activated
laser sight laser grid intruder alarm persistence of vision display covert radio bug laser voice
transmitter flash bomb high brightness led strobe levitation machine snailbot surveillance robot each fun
inexpensive evil genius project includes a detailed list of materials sources for parts schematics and lots
of clear well illustrated instructions for easy assembly the larger workbook style layout and
convenient two column format make following the step by step instructions a breeze videos photos and
source code are available at www dangerouslymad com make great stuff tab an imprint of mcgraw hill
professional is a leading publisher of diy technology books for makers hackers and electronics hobbyists

30 Arduino Projects for the Evil Genius 2010-08-23

30 ways to have some computer controlled evil fun the steps are easy to follow text is precise and
understandable uses very clear pictures and schematics to show what needs doing most importantly
these projects are fun boing boing this wickedly inventive guide shows you how to program and build a
variety of projects with the arduino microcontroller development system covering windows mac and
linux platforms 30 arduino projects for the evil genius gets you up to speed with the simplified c
programming you need to know no prior programming experience necessary using easy to find components
and equipment this do it yourself book explains how to attach an arduino board to your computer
program it and connect electronics to it to create fiendishly fun projects the only limit is your
imagination 30 arduino projects for the evil genius features step by step instructions and helpful
illustrations provides full schematic and construction details for every project covers the scientific
principles behind the projects removes the frustration factor all required parts are listed along with
sources build these and other devious devices morse code translator high powered strobe light seasonal
affective disorder light led dice keypad security code pulse rate monitor usb temperature logger
oscilloscope light harp lcd thermostat computer controlled fan hypnotizer servo controlled laser lie
detector magnetic door lock infrared remote each fun inexpensive evil genius project includes a detailed
list of materials sources for parts schematics and lots of clear well illustrated instructions for easy
assembly the larger workbook style layout and convenient two column format make following the step
by step instructions a breeze in december 2011 arduino 1 0 was released this changed a few things that
have caused the sketches for projects 10 27 and 28 in this book to break to fix this you will need to get
the latest versions of the keypad and irremote libraries the keypad library has been updated for arduino 1
0 by its original creators and can be downloaded from here arduino cc playground code keypad ken shiriff
s irremote library has been updated and can be downloaded from here arduinoevilgenius com new
downloads make great stuff tab an imprint of mcgraw hill professional is a leading publisher of diy
technology books for makers hackers and electronics hobbyists

Recycling Projects for the Evil Genius 2010-08-05

have some thoroughly green evil fun this wickedly inventive guide explains how to create a variety of
practical environmentally friendly items you can use for yourself or resell for profit recycling projects
for the evil genius is filled with detailed directions on how to successfully complete each green project
and discusses important safety issues using easy to find components and tools this do it yourself book
shows you how to brew up green cleaners transform all types of paper into building materials safety rid
your home and yard of pests and much more all on the cheap recycling projects for the evil genius
features step by step instructions and helpful illustrations covers essential safety measures reveals
the scientific principles behind the projects removes the frustration factor all required parts are listed
along with sources make your own green household cleaners laundry soap citrus oil extract pest and
weed control solutions recycled plastic lumber and landscape blocks recycled asphalt shingle paver
bricks and road patch compound concrete paper mache blocks garden walls stepping stones and
structures solar powered composter garden friendly charcoal and more each fun inexpensive and slightly
wicked evil genius project includes a detailed list of materials sources for parts schematics and lots of
clear well illustrated instructions for easy assembly the larger workbook style layout and convenient
two column format make following the step by step instructions a breeze

Arduino + Android Projects for the Evil Genius: Control Arduino with
Your Smartphone or Tablet 2011-12-12

team arduino up with android for some mischievous fun filled with practical do it yourself gadgets
arduino android projects for the evil genius shows you how to create arduino devices and control them
with android smartphones and tablets easy to find equipment and components are used for all the
projects in the book this wickedly inventive guide covers the android open application development kit adk
and usb interface and explains how to use them with the basic arduino platform methods of communication
between android and arduino that don t require the adk including sound bluetooth and wifi ethernet are
also discussed an arduino adk programming tutorial helps you get started right away arduino android
projects for the evil genius contains step by step instructions and helpful illustrations provides tips for
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customizing the projects covers the underlying principles behind the projects removes the frustration
factor all required parts are listed provides all source code on the book s website build these and other
devious devices bluetooth robot android geiger counter android controlled light show tv remote
temperature logger ultrasonic range finder home automation controller remote power and lighting
control smart thermostat rfid door lock signaling flags delay timer

PICAXE Microcontroller Projects for the Evil Genius 2010-09-05

whip up some fiendishly fun picaxe microcontroller devices ron has worked hard to explain how the picaxe
system operates through simple examples and i m sure his easy to read style will help many people
progress with their picaxe projects from the foreword by clive seager revolution education ltd this
wickedly inventive guide shows you how to program build and debug a variety of picaxe microcontroller
projects picaxe microcontroller projects for the evil genius gets you started with programming and i o
interfacing right away and then shows you how to develop a master processor circuit from hello world
to hail octavius all the projects in part i can be accomplished using either an m or m2 class picaxe
processor and part ii adds 20x2 based master processor projects to the mix part iii culminates in the
creation of octavius a sophisticated robotics experimentation platform featuring a 40x2 master
processor and eight breadboard stations which allow you to develop intelligent peripherals to augment
octavius functioning the only limit is your imagination picaxe microcontroller projects for the evil
genius features step by step instructions and helpful photos and illustrations allows you to customize
each project for your purposes offers all the programs in the book free for download removes the
frustration factor all required parts are listed along with sources build these and other devious
devices simple mini stereo jack adapter usbs pa3 picaxe programming adapter power supply three state
digital logic probe 20x2 master processor circuit tv r input module 8 bit parallel 16x2 lcd board
serialized 16x2 lcd serialized 4x4 matrix keypad spi 4 digit led display countdown timer programmable
multi function peripheral device and operating system octavius advanced robotics experimentation
platform l298 dual dc motor controller board each fun inexpensive evil genius project includes a
detailed list of materials sources for parts schematics and lots of clear well illustrated instructions
for easy assembly the larger workbook style layout and convenient two column format make following
the step by step instructions a breeze make great stuff tab an imprint of mcgraw hill professional is a
leading publisher of diy technology books for makers hackers and electronics hobbyists

Scalable Multi-core Architectures 2011-10-17

as moore s law continues to unfold two important trends have recently emerged first the growth of chip
capacity is translated into a corresponding increase of number of cores second the parallelization of the
computation and 3d integration technologies lead to distributed memory architectures this book
describes recent research that addresses urgent challenges in many core architectures and application
mapping it addresses the architectural design of many core chips memory and data management power
management design and programming methodologies it also describes how new techniques have been applied
in various industrial case studies

Advanced Microsystems for Automotive Applications 2016
2016-09-14

this book contains the papers presented at the 20th anniversary edition of the amaa conference held in
brussels belgium in 2016 the theme of the conference was smart systems for the automobile of the future
the automobile is currently being reshaped at unprecedented pace automation and electrification are the
two dominant megatrends which dramatically change the choice and design of components systems
vehicular architectures and ultimately the way we use cars in the coming decades novel e e architectures
vehicular connectivity and cloud services will be key to extending the perception and decision making
horizons of automated vehicles to enable cooperative functions and a seamless digital user experience the
amaa s ongoing mission to detect novel trends in automotive ict electronics and smart systems and to
discuss the technological implications is once again reflected in this volume the book will be a valuable
read for research experts and professionals in the automotive and smart systems industry but the book
may also be beneficial for graduate students

Programming Multicore and Many-core Computing Systems
2017-01-23

programming multi core and many core computing systems sabri pllana linnaeus university sweden fatos
xhafa technical university of catalonia spain provides state of the art methods for programming multi
core and many core systems the book comprises a selection of twenty two chapters covering
fundamental techniques and algorithms programming approaches methodologies and frameworks
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scheduling and management testing and evaluation methodologies and case studies for programming multi
core and many core systems program development for multi core processors especially for heterogeneous
multi core processors is significantly more complex than for single core processors however programmers
have been traditionally trained for the development of sequential programs and only a small percentage
of them have experience with parallel programming in the past only a relatively small group of
programmers interested in high performance computing hpc was concerned with the parallel programming
issues but the situation has changed dramatically with the appearance of multi core processors on
commonly used computing systems it is expected that with the pervasiveness of multi core processors
parallel programming will become mainstream the pervasiveness of multi core processors affects a large
spectrum of systems from embedded and general purpose to high end computing systems this book assists
programmers in mastering the efficient programming of multi core systems which is of paramount
importance for the software intensive industry towards a more effective product development cycle key
features lessons challenges and roadmaps ahead contains real world examples and case studies helps
programmers in mastering the efficient programming of multi core and many core systems the book serves as
a reference for a larger audience of practitioners young researchers and graduate level students a basic
level of programming knowledge is required to use this book

VLSI 2010 Annual Symposium 2011-09-08

vlsi 2010 annual symposium will present extended versions of the best papers presented in isvlsi 2010
conference the areas covered by the papers will include among others emerging trends in vlsi
nanoelectronics molecular biological and quantum computing mems vlsi circuits and systems field
programmable and reconfigurable systems system level design system on a chip design application specific
low power vlsi system design system issues in complexity low power heat dissipation power awareness in
vlsi design test and verification mixed signal design and analysis electrical packaging co design physical
design intellectual property creating and sharing

Hardware/Software Co-design for Heterogeneous Multi-core
Platforms 2012-02-02

hw sw co design for heterogeneous multi core platforms describes the results and outcome of the fp6
project which focuses on the development of an integrated tool chain targeting a heterogeneous multi
core platform comprising of a general purpose processor arm or powerpc a dsp the diopsis and an fpga the
tool chain takes existing source code and proposes transformations and mappings such that legacy code
can easily be ported to a modern multi core platform downloadable software will be provided for
simulation purposes

Software Development for Embedded Multi-core Systems 2011-04-08

the multicore revolution has reached the deployment stage in embedded systems ranging from small
ultramobile devices to large telecommunication servers the transition from single to multicore
processors motivated by the need to increase performance while conserving power has placed great
responsibility on the shoulders of software engineers in this new embedded multicore era the toughest task
is the development of code to support more sophisticated systems this book provides embedded engineers
with solid grounding in the skills required to develop software targeting multicore processors within
the text the author undertakes an in depth exploration of performance analysis and a close up look at
the tools of the trade both general multicore design principles and processor specific optimization
techniques are revealed detailed coverage of critical issues for multicore employment within embedded
systems is provided including the threading development cycle with discussions of analysis design
development debugging and performance tuning of threaded applications software development techniques
engendering optimal mobility and energy efficiency are highlighted through multiple case studies which
provide practical how to advice on implementing the latest multicore processors finally future trends
are discussed including terascale speculative multithreading transactional memory interconnects and the
software specific implications of these looming architectural developments table of contents chapter 1
introduction chapter 2 basic system and processor architecture chapter 3 multi core processors
embedded chapter 4 moving to multi core intel architecture chapter 5 scalar optimization usability
chapter 6 parallel optimization using threads chapter 7 case study data decomposition chapter 8 case
study functional decomposition chapter 9 virtualization partitioning chapter 10 getting ready for low
power intel architecture chapter 11 summary trends and conclusions appendix i glossary references this
is the only book to explain software optimization for embedded multi core systems helpful tips tricks and
design secrets from an intel programming expert with detailed examples using the popular x86
architecture covers hot topics including ultramobile devices low power designs pthreads vs openmp and
heterogeneous cores
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Large Scale Network-Centric Distributed Systems 2013-10-10

a highly accessible reference offering a broad range of topics and insights on large scale network centric
distributed systems evolving from the fields of high performance computing and networking large scale
network centric distributed systems continues to grow as one of the most important topics in computing
and communication and many interdisciplinary areas dealing with both wired and wireless networks this
book focuses on the design and performance issues of such systems large scale network centric
distributed systems provides in depth coverage ranging from ground level hardware issues such as buffer
organization router delay and flow control to the high level issues immediately concerning application
or system users including parallel programming middleware and os support for such computing systems
arranged in five parts it explains and analyzes complex topics to an unprecedented degree part 1 multicore
and many core mc systems on chip part 2 pervasive ubiquitous computing and peer to peer systems part 3
wireless mobile networks part 4 grid and cloud computing part 5 other topics related to network
centric computing and its applications large scale network centric distributed systems is an incredibly
useful resource for practitioners postgraduate students postdocs and researchers

Design of Cost-Efficient Interconnect Processing Units 2020-10-14

streamlined design solutions specifically for noc to solve critical network on chip noc architecture and
design problems related to structure performance and modularity engineers generally rely on guidance
from the abundance of literature about better understood system level interconnection networks
however on chip networks present several distinct challenges that require novel and specialized
solutions not found in the tried and true system level techniques a balanced analysis of noc
architecture as the first detailed description of the commercial spidergon stnoc architecture design of
cost efficient interconnect processing units spidergon stnoc examines the highly regarded cost cutting
technology that is set to replace well known shared bus architectures such as stbus for demanding
multiprocessor system on chip soc applications employing a balanced well organized structure simple
teaching methods numerous illustrations and easy to understand examples the authors explain how the
soc and noc technology works why developers designed it the way they did the system level design
methodology and tools used to configure the spidergon stnoc architecture differences in cost structure
between nocs and system level networks from professionals in computer sciences electrical engineering and
other related fields to semiconductor vendors and investors all readers will appreciate the encyclopedic
treatment of background noc information ranging from cmps to the basics of interconnection networks
the text introduces innovative system level design methodology and tools for efficient design space
exploration and topology selection it also provides a wealth of key theoretical and practical mpsoc
and noc topics such as technological deep sub micron effects homogeneous and heterogeneous processor
architectures multicore soc interconnect processing units generic noc components and embeddings of
common communication patterns

Modeling and Optimization of Parallel and Distributed Embedded
Systems 2016-02-08

this book introduces the state of the art in research in parallel and distributed embedded systems which
have been enabled by developments in silicon technology micro electro mechanical systems mems wireless
communications computer networking and digital electronics these systems have diverse applications in
domains including military and defense medical automotive and unmanned autonomous vehicles the emphasis
of the book is on the modeling and optimization of emerging parallel and distributed embedded systems in
relation to the three key design metrics of performance power and dependability key features includes an
embedded wireless sensor networks case study to help illustrate the modeling and optimization of
distributed embedded systems provides an analysis of multi core many core based embedded systems to
explain the modeling and optimization of parallel embedded systems features an application metrics
estimation model markov modeling for fault tolerance and analysis and queueing theoretic modeling for
performance evaluation discusses optimization approaches for distributed wireless sensor networks high
performance and energy efficient techniques at the architecture middleware and software levels for
parallel multicore based embedded systems and dynamic optimization methodologies highlights research
challenges and future research directions the book is primarily aimed at researchers in embedded systems
however it will also serve as an invaluable reference to senior undergraduate and graduate students
with an interest in embedded systems research

Computer Architecture 2006-11-03

the era of seemingly unlimited growth in processor performance is over single chip architectures can no
longer overcome the performance limitations imposed by the power they consume and the heat they
generate today intel and other semiconductor firms are abandoning the single fast processor model in
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favor of multi core microprocessors chips that combine two or more processors in a single package in the
fourth edition of computer architecture the authors focus on this historic shift increasing their
coverage of multiprocessors and exploring the most effective ways of achieving parallelism as the key
to unlocking the power of multiple processor architectures additionally the new edition has expanded
and updated coverage of design topics beyond processor performance including power reliability
availability and dependability cd system requirements pdf viewer the cd material includes pdf documents
that you can read with a pdf viewer such as adobe acrobat or adobe reader recent versions of adobe
reader for some platforms are included on the cd html browser the navigation framework on this cd is
delivered in html and javascript it is recommended that you install the latest version of your favorite
html browser to view this cd the content has been verified under windows xp with the following browsers
internet explorer 6 0 firefox 1 5 under mac os x panther with the following browsers internet explorer 5
2 firefox 1 0 6 safari 1 3 and under mandriva linux 2006 with the following browsers firefox 1 0 6
konqueror 3 4 2 mozilla 1 7 11 the content is designed to be viewed in a browser window that is at
least 720 pixels wide you may find the content does not display well if your display is not set to at
least 1024x768 pixel resolution operating system this cd can be used under any operating system that
includes an html browser and a pdf viewer this includes windows mac os and most linux and unix systems
increased coverage on achieving parallelism with multiprocessors case studies of latest technology
from industry including the sun niagara multiprocessor amd opteron and pentium 4 three review appendices
included in the printed volume review the basic and intermediate principles the main text relies upon eight
reference appendices collected on the cd cover a range of topics including specific architectures embedded
systems application specific processors some guest authored by subject experts

Advances in Computers 2011-09-21

the series covers new developments in computer technology most chapters present an overview of a
current subfield within computers with many citations and often include new developments in the field by
the authors of the individual chapters topics include hardware software theoretical underpinnings of
computing and novel applications of computers this current volume emphasizes architectural advances
and includes five chapters on hardware development games for mobile devices such as cell phones and open
source software development the book series is a valuable addition to university courses that emphasize
the topics under discussion in that particular volume as well as belonging on the bookshelf of industrial
practitioners who need to implement many of the technologies that are described current information on
power requirements for new processors development of games for devices with limited screen sizes e g
cellular telephones open source software development multicore processors

Euro-Par 2013: Parallel Processing 2013-07-20

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th international conference on parallel and
distributed computing euro par 2013 held in aachen germany in august 2013 the 70 revised full papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 261 submissions the papers are organized in 16
topical sections support tools and environments performance prediction and evaluation scheduling and
load balancing high performance architectures and compilers parallel and distributed data management
grid cluster and cloud computing peer to peer computing distributed systems and algorithms parallel and
distributed programming parallel numerical algorithms multicore and manycore programming theory and
algorithms for parallel computation high performance networks and communication high performance and
scientific applications gpu and accelerator computing and extreme scale computing

Pro Netbeans IDE 6 Rich Client Platform Edition 2008-03-28

this book will enable you to rapidly develop java front ends of applications using api buttons functions
and features mostly based in the java se 6 platform it covers working with rich client platform features
available in netbeans for building web based application front ends the book also shows you the web tier
development plug ins available including jsf struts action framework 2 0 and jruby for bringing the ruby
on rails feature set to java via netbeans

Networks-on-Chip 2014-12-04

networks on chip from implementations to programming paradigms provides a thorough and bottom up
exploration of the whole noc design space in a coherent and uniform fashion from low level router buffer
and topology implementations to routing and flow control schemes to co optimizations of noc and high
level programming paradigms this textbook is intended for an advanced course on computer architecture
suitable for graduate students or senior undergrads who want to specialize in the area of computer
architecture and networks on chip it is also intended for practitioners in the industry in the area of
microprocessor design especially the many core processor design with a network on chip graduates can
learn many practical and theoretical lessons from this course and also can be motivated to delve
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further into the ideas and designs proposed in this book industrial engineers can refer to this book to make
practical tradeoffs as well graduates and engineers who focus on off chip network design can also refer
to this book to achieve deadlock free routing algorithm designs provides thorough and insightful
exploration of noc design space description from low level logic implementations to co optimizations of
high level program paradigms and nocs the coherent and uniform format offers readers a clear quick and
efficient exploration of noc design space covers many novel and exciting research ideas which encourage
researchers to further delve into these topics presents both engineering and theoretical contributions the
detailed description of the router buffer and topology implementations comparisons and analysis are of
high engineering value

Euro-Par 2014: Parallel Processing Workshops 2014-12-11

the two volumes lncs 8805 and 8806 constitute the thoroughly refereed post conference proceedings
of 18 workshops held at the 20th international conference on parallel computing euro par 2014 in
porto portugal in august 2014 the 100 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from 173 submissions the volumes include papers from the following workshops apci e first
workshop on applications of parallel computation in industry and engineering bigdatacloud third
workshop on big data management in clouds dihc second workshop on dependability and interoperability in
heterogeneous clouds fedici second workshop on federative and interoperable cloud infrastructures
hetero par 12th international workshop on algorithms models and tools for parallel computing on
heterogeneous platforms hibb 5th workshop on high performance bioinformatics and biomedicine lsdve
second workshop on large scale distributed virtual environments on clouds and p2p mucocos 7th
international workshop on multi many core computing systems omhi third workshop on on chip memory
hierarchies and interconnects padaps second workshop on parallel and distributed agent based
simulations proper 7th workshop on productivity and performance resilience 7th workshop on resiliency in
high performance computing with clusters clouds and grids reppar first international workshop on
reproducibility in parallel computing rome second workshop on runtime and operating systems for the
many core era sppexa workshop on software for exascale computing tasus first workshop on techniques
and applications for sustainable ultrascale computing systems uchpc 7th workshop on un conventional
high performance computing and vhpc 9th workshop on virtualization in high performance cloud computing

Embedded Android 2013-03-15

embedded android is for developers wanting to create embedded systems based on android and for those
wanting to port android to new hardware or creating a custom development environment hackers and
moders will also find this an indispensible guide to how android works

Process Algebra for Parallel and Distributed Processing
2008-12-22

collects the latest research involving the application of process algebra to computingexploring state
of the art applications process algebra for parallel and distributed processing shows how one formal
method of reasoning process algebra has become a powerful tool for solving design and implementation
challenges of concurrent systems parallel pr

Embedded Computing for High Performance 2017-06-13

embedded computing for high performance design exploration and customization using high level compilation
and synthesis tools provides a set of real life example implementations that migrate traditional desktop
systems to embedded systems working with popular hardware including xilinx and arm the book offers a
comprehensive description of techniques for mapping computations expressed in programming languages
such as c or matlab to high performance embedded architectures consisting of multiple cpus gpus and
reconfigurable hardware fpgas the authors demonstrate a domain specific language lara that facilitates
retargeting to multiple computing systems using the same source code in this way users can decouple
original application code from transformed code and enhance productivity and program portability after
reading this book engineers will understand the processes methodologies and best practices needed for the
development of applications for high performance embedded computing systems focuses on maximizing
performance while managing energy consumption in embedded systems explains how to retarget code for
heterogeneous systems with gpus and fpgas demonstrates a domain specific language that facilitates
migrating and retargeting existing applications to modern systems includes downloadable slides tools
and tutorials
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The Dark Side of Silicon 2016-12-31

this book presents the state of the art of one of the main concerns with microprocessors today a
phenomenon known as dark silicon readers will learn how power constraints both leakage and dynamic
power limit the extent to which large portions of a chip can be powered up at a given time i e how much
actual performance and functionality the microprocessor can provide the authors describe their research
toward the future of microprocessor development in the dark silicon era covering a variety of important
aspects of dark silicon aware architectures including design management reliability and test readers will
benefit from specific recommendations for mitigating the dark silicon phenomenon including energy efficient
dedicated solutions and technologies to maximize the utilization and reliability of microprocessors

Big Book of Windows Hacks 2007

this useful book gives windows power users everything they need to get the most out of their operating
system its related applications and its hardware

Next-Generation Business Intelligence Software with Silverlight 3
2011-02-02

business intelligence bi software is the code and tools that allow you to view different components of a
business using a single visual platform making comprehending mountains of data easier applications that
include reports analytics statistics and historical and predictive modeling are all examples of bi
applications currently we are in the second generation of bi software called bi 2 0 this generation is
focused on writing bi software that is predictive adaptive simple and interactive as computers and
software have evolved more data can be presented to end users with increasingly visually rich
techniques rich internet application ria technologies such as microsoft silverlight can be used to
transform traditional user interfaces filled with boring data into fully interactive analytical
applications to deliver insight from large data sets quickly furthermore rias include 3d spatial design
capabilities that allow for interesting layouts of aggregated data beyond a simple list or grid bi 2 0
implemented via ria technology can truly bring out the power of bi and deliver it to an average user via
the next generation business intelligence software with rich internet applications provides developers
designers and architects a solid foundation of bi design and architecture concepts with microsoft
silverlight this book covers key bi design concepts and how they can be applied without requiring an
existing bi infrastructure the author bart czernicki will show you how to build small bi applications by
example that are interactive highly visual statistical predictive and most importantly intuitive to the
user bi isn t just for the executive branch of a fortune 500 company it is for the masses let next
generation business intelligence software with rich internet applications show you how to unlock the
rich intelligence you already have

Reconfigurable Computing: Architectures, Tools and Applications
2012-03-22

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th international symposium on reconfigurable
computing architectures tools and applications arc 2012 held in hongkong china in march 2012 the 35
revised papers presented consisting of 25 full papers and 10 poster papers were carefully reviewed and
selected from 44 submissions the topics covered are applied rc design methods and tools applied rc
architectures applied rc applications and critical issues in applied rc

Architecture of Computing Systems 2023-09-26

t his book constitutes the proceedings of the 36th international conference on architecture of computing
systems arcs 2023 which took place in athens greece in june 2023 the 18 full papers in this volume were
carefully reviewed and selected from 35 submissions arcs provides a platform covering newly emerging
and cross cutting topics such as autonomous and ubiquitous systems reconfigurable computing and
acceleration neural networks and artificial intelligence the selected papers cover a variety of topics
from the arcs core domains including energy efficiency applied machine learning hardware and software
system security reliable and fault tolerant systems and organic computing back to top

Euro-Par 2008 Workshops - Parallel Processing 2009-04-09

parallel and distributed processing although within the focus of computer science research for a long
time is gaining more and more importance in a wide spectrum of applications these proceedings aim to
demonstrate the use of parallel and distributed processing concepts in different application fields and
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attempt to spark interest in novel research directions to parallel and high performance computing
research in general the objective of these workshops is to specifically address researchers coming from
university industry and governmental research organizations and application oriented companies in order
to close the gap between purely scientific research and the applicab ity of the research ideas to real life
problems euro par is an annual series of international conferences dedicated to the pro tion and
advancement of all aspects of parallel and distributed computing the 2008 event was the 14th issue of
the conference euro par has for a long time been eager to attract colocated events sharing the same goal
of promoting the dev opment of parallel and distributed computing both as an industrial technique and an
academic discipline extending the frontier of both the state of the art and the state of the practice since
2006 euro par has been offering researchers the chance to co cate advanced technical workshops back
to back with the main conference

Introducing .NET 4.0 2011-01-27

microsoft has introduced a large number of changes to the way that the net framework operates familiar
technologies have being altered best practices replaced and developer methodologies adjusted many
developers find it hard to keep up with the pace of change across net s ever widening array of
technologies you may know what s happening in c but how about the azure cloud how is that going to
affect your work what are the limitations of the plinq syntax what you need is a roadmap a guide to
help you see the innovations that matter and to give you a head start on the opportunities available in
the new framework introducing net 4 0 with visual studio 2010 is designed to provide you with just
that roadmap it serves as a no nonsense primer that will help experienced net developers understand the
impact of the new framework and its associated technologies this book will keep you updated on the
changes and help you to seize new opportunities confidently and quickly

Euro-Par 2014: Parallel Processing 2014-08-11

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 20th international conference on parallel and
distributed computing euro par 2014 held in porto portugal in august 2014 the 68 revised full papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 267 submissions the papers are organized in 15
topical sections support tools environments performance prediction and evaluation scheduling and load
balancing high performance architectures and compilers parallel and distributed data management grid
cluster and cloud computing green high performance computing distributed systems and algorithms
parallel and distributed programming parallel numerical algorithms multicore and manycore programming
theory and algorithms for parallel computation high performance networks and communication high
performance and scientific applications and gpu and accelerator computing

The Art of Multiprocessor Programming 2009-09
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System Design for Telecommunication Gateways 2011-06-20

system design for telecommunication gateways provides a thorough review of designing
telecommunication network equipment based on the latest hardware designs and software methods
available on the market focusing on high end efficient designs that challenge all aspects of the system
architecture this book helps readers to understand a broader view of the system design analyze all its
most critical components and select the parts that best fit a particular application in many cases new
technology trends potential future developments system flexibility and capability extensions are
outlined in preparation for the longevity typical for products in the industry key features combines
software and hardware aspects of the system design defines components and services supported by open
source and commercial basic and extended software platforms including operating systems middleware
security routing management layer and more focuses on disruptive technologies provides guidelines for
developing software architectures based on multi threaded multi process multi instance multi core multi
chip multi blade and multi chassis designs covers a number of advanced high speed interconnect and fabric
interface technologies and their commercial implementations presents different system form factors from
compact pizza box styles to medium and large bladed systems including ibm bladecenter atca and microtca
based chassis describes different mezzanine cards such as pmc prpmc xmc amc and others

Embedded Computer Systems: Architectures, Modeling, and Simulation
2019-08-09

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th international conference on embedded computer
systems architectures modeling and simulation samos 2019 held in pythagorion samos greece in july
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2019 the 21 regular papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 55 submissions the
papers are organized in topical sections on system design space exploration deep learning optimization
system security multi many core scheduling system energy and heat management many core communication
and electronic system level design and verification in addition there are 13 papers from three special
sessions which were organized on topics of current interest insights from negative results machine
learning implementations and european projects
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